Gene variant effects across sodium channelopathies predict function and guide precision therapy
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Abstract

Pathogenic variants in the voltage-gated sodium channel gene family (SCNs) lead to early onset epilepsies, neurodevelopmental disorders, skeletal muscle channelopathies, peripheral neuropathies and cardiac arrhythmias. Disease-associated variants have diverse functional effects ranging from complete loss-of-function to marked gain-of-function. Therapeutic strategy is likely to depend on functional effect. Experimental studies offer important insights into channel function, but are resource intensive and only performed in a minority of cases. Given the evolutionarily conserved nature of the sodium channel genes we investigated whether similarities in biophysical properties between different voltage-gated sodium channels can predict function and inform precision treatment across sodium channelopathies. We performed a systematic literature search identifying functionally assessed variants in any of the nine voltage-gated sodium channel genes until 28 April 2021. We included missense variants that had been electrophysiologically characterised in mammalian cells in whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. We performed an alignment of linear protein sequences of all sodium channel genes and correlated variants by their overall functional effect on biophysical properties. Of 951 identified records, 437 sodium channel-variants met our inclusion criteria and were reviewed for functional properties. Of these, 141 variants were epilepsy-associated (SCN1/2/3/8A), 79 had a neuromuscular phenotype (SCN4/9/10/11A), 149 were associated with a cardiac phenotype (SCN5/10A) and 68 (16%) were considered benign. We detected 38 missense variant pairs with an identical disease-associated variant in a different sodium channel gene. 35 out of 38 of those pairs resulted in similar functional consequences indicating up to 92% biophysical agreement between corresponding sodium channel variants (odds ratio = 11.3; 95% CI = 2.8 to 66.9; \( P < 0.001 \)). Pathogenic missense variants were clustered in specific functional domains, whereas population variants were significantly more frequent across non conserved domains (odds ratio = 18.6; 95% CI = 10.9 to 34.4; \( P < 0.001 \)). Pore-loop regions were frequently associated with loss-of-function (LoF) variants, whereas inactivation sites were associated with gain-of-function (GoF; odds ratio = 42.1, 95% CI = 14.5 to 122.4; \( P < 0.001 \)), whilst variants occurring in voltage-sensing regions comprised a range of gain- and loss-of-function effects. Our findings suggest that biophysical characterisation of variants in one SCN-gene can predict channel function across different SCN-genes where experimental data are not available. The collected data represent the first GoF versus LoF topological map of SCN proteins indicating shared patterns of biophysical effects aiding variant analysis and guiding precision therapy. We integrated our findings into a free online webtool to facilitate functional sodium channel gene variant interpretation (http://SCN-viewer.broadinstitute.org).
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Introduction

Voltage-gated sodium channel genes (SCN1-11A) encode a homologous family of nine functionally expressed sodium channels (SCN) from Nav1.1 to Nav1.9. They play a key role in initiating action potentials and are extensively distributed throughout the nervous system. Variants in SCN-genes are associated with early onset epilepsies, neurodevelopmental disorders, skeletal muscle channelopathies, peripheral neuropathies and cardiac conduction defects. All nine SCN-genes share common evolutionary origins and a conserved basic structure, consisting of four homologous domains (DI-IV), each containing six transmembrane segments (S1-6) with up to 85% amino acid sequence similarity between them. With the emergence of modern sequencing techniques facilitating genetic diagnosis, SCN-related disorders are promising candidates for precision therapies. However, predicting the impact of a variant on channel kinetics without prior functional characterisation is challenging. Variants occurring within the same gene show remarkable phenotype variability depending on their location and effect on biophysical properties, while variants occurring in different SCN-genes may result in similar phenotypes. Such genetic and clinical complexity hinders the establishment of genotype-phenotype correlations.

Genetic variants in SCN1/2/3/8A are responsible for a significant proportion of monogenic epilepsies and neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs). Loss-of-function (LoF) variants in SCN1A manifest variable phenotypes, ranging from milder presentations such as genetic epilepsy with febrile seizure plus (GEFS+) to the severe developmental and epileptic encephalopathy Dravet syndrome (DS), whereas gain-of-function (GoF) variants are associated with familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM3). Variants in SCN2/3/8A are clinically heterogeneous, causing different forms of epilepsy ranging from self-limited infantile epilepsy to developmental and epileptic encephalopathies (DEEs) including Early Infantile DEE (Ohtahara Syndrome) and Infantile Spasms Syndrome. Patients with SCN5A variants showing GoF manifest long-QT syndrome (LQT3), while LoF variants cause Brugada syndrome. SCN4A variants are responsible for a significant proportion of skeletal muscle channelopathies while SCN9/10/11A are primarily associated with peripheral neuropathies; both are predominantly caused by GoF variants and present with variable severity. Whilst the majority of SCN related disorders are dominant conditions, newer SCN4A-linked phenotypes including congenital myasthenia and congenital myopathy have been identified caused by LoF variants inherited in a recessive manner.
Sodium channelopathies display varying treatment responsiveness depending on the underlying functional effect. While many patients with SCN2/3/8A-related epilepsy remain treatment resistant, those caused by GoF variants, tend to respond to sodium channel blockers (SCBs), whereas those with LoF variants do not. In contrast, patients with Dravet syndrome due to LoF SCN1A-variants worsen with SCBs. Similarly, SCBs suppress pathological currents in patients with LQT3 caused by GoF SCN5A variants, whereas patients with Brugada syndrome caused by LoF are often treatment-resistant, relying on device implantation for arrhythmia control. As functional knowledge is a key determinant for optimal management, variant interpretation without requiring resource-intensive electrophysiological studies represents an unmet clinical need.

To improve our understanding of SCN-related disorders, our objective was to investigate relationships between variant type, location and biophysical properties across all SCN-subtypes. Applying evidence from functional studies we aimed to build a framework that informs clinical practice and guides precision therapy.

Materials and methods

Search strategy and selection criteria

In accordance with PRISMA guidance, we systematically searched PubMed up until 28 April 2021 to identify studies published in English describing functional characteristics of missense variants using the terms “clamp AND SCN1A”. The same search was applied for SCN2-11A. To narrow search criteria for SCN5A, we added “Brugada” or “QT”. In addition, we manually searched sodium channel mutation databases and bibliographies that were found through our systematic PubMed search. Any duplicate citations were removed, and all remaining studies were screened for relevance (Supplementary Fig. 1). Only missense variants electrophysiologically characterised by whole-cell patch clamp experiments were assessed for eligibility. To improve comparison of biophysical properties, only variants characterised in mammalian cells were included. We excluded variants if they had no evidence of a recognised human disease phenotype. We did not double count identical variants, but did consider patch clamp data from different sources if available. Data were independently reviewed by three researchers (A.B., T.F. & S.S.).
Variant analysis

Variants were categorised as either gain-of-function (GoF), loss-of-function (LoF), mixed-function (mixed) or similar-to-wildtype (STW) function depending on their effect on biophysical properties (Supplementary Methods). We define any biophysical change entailing an increase in the Na+ permeability as GoF, and the opposite for LoF. In some cases, variants demonstrated a paradoxical effect on channel properties, i.e. decreased peak current and increased persistent current. Where one effect was not clearly dominant, they were classified as “mixed”. Variants that exhibited wildtype-like function or lacked pronounced impact on channel function were classified as STW and assumed benign.

To detect analogous missense variants amongst SCN1-11A genes, we performed an alignment of linear protein sequences using the ‘PER viewer’ (pathogenic variant enriched regions (PERs) across genes and gene families, http://www.per.broadinstitute.org). Variants detected in the same alignment index position were investigated for similarities in their overall functional effects. Variants occurring in positions where the reference amino acid was different across SCN1-11A in the PER alignment were classified as “not conserved” as this suggests that they were not conserved across evolution, and thus less likely to be functionally significant.

Population variants were collected for all SCN1A-11A genes where at least one pathogenic variant was previously identified from the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD, http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org), that provides access to germline variants from >140,000 exomes as well as 15,000 genomes from the general population. Assumed benign variants, which showed a wildtype like behaviour were added to the population variant cohort from gnomAD. Not conserved variants that were also present in gnomAD were assumed benign. The term benign implies that these variants occur frequently without disease; however, might still be associated with functional change.

In-silico prediction of functional variant effects

Heyne et al. recently developed an in-silico prediction tool (‘funNCion’; http://funNCion.broadinstitute.org) estimating functional consequences of voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels. The tool does not consider evidence from biophysical experiments, but infers channel function from a large dataset of clinical disease phenotypes. We applied the ‘funNCion’ tool on our cohort of functionally characterised SCN variants to establish the tools accuracy and clinical utility compared to actual biophysical readouts.
Data analysis
A two-tailed Fishers’ Exact test with Bonferroni correction was performed to assess the burden of pathogenic variants across different regions of the SCN protein, to compare pathogenic LoF and GoF variants and to determine categorical differences in functional effect and differences in phenotype or variant distribution across related SCN-subtypes. Similarly, Fisher’s Exact test was performed to test whether missense variant pairs with identical disease-associated variants across different SCN-genes have more often similar functional consequences than expected by random sampling. Significance was tested for all tests at the 5% level and analysis was performed using R version 4.0.3.

Data availability
All data used in this study are available in the manuscript, the supplementary material and via the free online webtool (http://SCN-viewer.broadinstitute.org).

Results

Literature search
From our systematic PubMed search, we found 951 records, and following elimination of 127 duplicate citations, screened 824 titles and abstracts. 535 records were excluded as they did not include a patch-clamp experiment on a missense SCN variant and 289 records including 569 variants were subsequently assessed by full-text analysis. After additional manual searching and exclusion due to ineligibility, we identified 437 missense variants in the literature that were functionally characterised by whole-cell patch-clamp experiments. Of these, 369 (84%) variants were assessed as pathogenic including 141 associated with epilepsy (SCN1/2/3/8A), 79 with a neuromuscular phenotype (SCN4/9/10/11A) and 149 with a cardiac phenotype (SCN5/10A). 68 (16%) variants were considered benign as they either had properties similar to wildtype or were both not conserved and present in gnomAD. (Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1).

Similarities in variant function and distribution across related sodium channels
To illustrate the distribution of missense variants and similarities in functional consequences across related sodium channels, we plotted the position of 369 SCN1-11A pathogenic variants according to
their corresponding SCNA alignment index position and compared their position to the distribution of 3454 gnomAD variants (Fig. 1). Enrichment analysis comparing pathogenic vs gnomAD variants demonstrates that pathogenic missense variants are clustered in specific functional domains, whereas gnomAD variants are significantly more frequent across functionally less important and not conserved cytoplasmic domains (odds ratio = 18.6; 95% CI = 10.9 to 34.4; P<0.001; Fig. 2).

The majority of pathogenic variants are located in the homologous domains D1-4 (Fig. 3). Pathogenic variants distributed across all four S5-6 pore-loop regions appeared to be predominantly LoF (91%, 58/64), whereas variants occurring in voltage-sensing regions (VSR, including S3-4, S4, S4-5) comprised a range of GoF (47%, 51/107), LoF (38%, 41/107) and mixed function (15%, 16/107) effects. In the fast inactivation gate (DIII-IV), 83% of variants were GoF (24/29), all occurring throughout the first half of the intracellular linker. Other sites implicated in inactivation gating including the intracellular S4-5 regions in DIII and DIV as well as DIVS6 shared this pattern of harbouring predominantly GoF variants (69%, 34/49). Overall, pore-loop regions were frequently associated with LoF variants, whereas inactivation sites were associated with GoF (odds ratio = 42.1, 95% CI = 14.5 to 122.4; P<0.001). The C-terminus displayed a range of GoF (46%, 12/26), LoF (27%, 7/26) and mixed effects (27%, 7/26). Here, GoF and mixed variants appear to cluster in the proximal region, whereas a minority of LoF variants were found distally. Overall, very few variants occurred in cytoplasmic regions (N-terminus, DI-II and DI-III linkers). A 3D illustration comparing GoF versus LoF locations across the SCN protein is detailed in Fig. 4.

Benign variants displayed a different distribution, comprising 40% of all variants identified in the N-terminus 8/20 - mainly located in the initial segment), 56% in the large DI-II intracellular linker (10/18), 57% in the large DI-III intracellular linker (8/14) and 26% in the C-terminus (9/35 – mainly located in the distal segment). In contrast, the fast inactivation gate was free of benign variants, and very few were found in other sites implicated in inactivation gating, including S4-5 of DIII and DIV, and DIVS6.

**Corresponding variants in different SCN-genes have similar function**

Among all functionally characterised SCN1-11A variants we identified 38 random pairs with a corresponding analogous identical disease-associated variant in a different SCN-gene, including six previously reported pairs41 (Supplementary Table 2, Fig. 3). The missense variants in each of these pairs have similar functional consequences in 35 out of the 38 pairs (92%) regardless of the type of voltage-gated sodium channel affected (odds ratio = 11.3; 95% CI = 2.8 to 66.9; P<0.001). Many of these pairs
were found at conserved channel locations, including three LoF pairs between SCN1/2/5A at pore-loop regions, seven GoF pairs between SCN1-9A at sites implicated in channel inactivation, and eight pairs between SCN1/4/5/8A at S4 showing a mixture of GoF, LoF and mixed-function effects (Fig. 3). The only three pairs with divergent function included the SCN1A F1661S / SCN4A F1473S\textsuperscript{42-44} variant pair and the SCN1A M1664K / SCN9A M1627K\textsuperscript{45-48} variant pair, both located in the D4 S4-5 linker region as well as the SCN1A Q1923R / SCN5A Q1909R,\textsuperscript{49-51} variant pair located in the distal C-terminus. Whilst the SCN4A variant was identified in a patient with paramyotonia congenita (PMC) due to GoF, the SCN9A variant in a patient with paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD) equally due to GoF and the SCN5A variant in a patient with sudden infant death syndrome, associated with mixed function, the three corresponding SCN1A variants were identified in patients with GEFS+/Dravet syndrome and found to be LoF/mixed function. The SCN1A variants led to impaired channel trafficking and reduced cell surface expression resulting in a reduction of peak current, not allowing for detailed biophysics to be recorded. In contrast, the trafficking of the SCN4A, SCN5A and SCN9A variants did not appear affected.

**Comparison of reported biophysical effects versus predicted functional outcomes**

We applied the recently-developed in-silico prediction tool ‘funNCion’ to predict GoF versus LoF effects in the 369 biophysically characterised variants to evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of such a tool. Compared to the gold standard whole-cell patch clamp experiment results, the in-silico tool achieved a 78.5% agreement in the prediction of GoF properties and a 75.0% agreement in the prediction of LoF properties. Agreement differed depending on location within the channel with certain regions such as inactivation and pore loop sites achieving better agreement (78-96%) compared to others including the S4 region (<62%, Fig. 5).

**Detailed SCN1-11A variant analysis**

Each of the different SCN subtypes (SCN1-11A) present with a specific distribution pattern of pathogenic versus benign variants according to channel function and location (Fig. 6). Supplementary Table 3 lists the channel specific clinical phenotypes and associated function.
Discussion

Comparing the distribution of disease-associated missense variants across all nine SCN-subtypes, we observe striking similarities in altered biophysical channel properties induced by missense variants at analogous position across SCN proteins. Almost all identified variant pairs in different SCN genes exhibit similar biophysical properties regardless of the SCN-subtype affected. Functional data of variants at analogous positions in SCN genes can predict variant effects in related sodium channel genes, and may inform genotype-guided precision therapies in patients with neurological and cardiac sodium channelopathies.

Voltage-gated sodium channels contain a central pore composed of S5 and S6 segments from all four domains that line the inner cavity and form the intracellular exit. Intervening S5-6 pore-loops line the extracellular end of the pore, forming a large ion-selective filter. In keeping with previous work, we observed that variants occurring in the S5-6 pore-loop caused predominantly LoF effects. This region displayed clustering of epilepsy-associated LoF SCN1A variants, whereas very few epilepsy-associated SCN2/8A variants occurred here. The relationship between variant distribution and functional consequences was also observed in SCN5A. Similar to reported case series, the vast majority of Brugada syndrome-associated variants display LoF effects and cluster in S5-6 pore-loops. In contrast, neither LQT3-associated variants that predominantly caused GoF nor any GoF variants across other SCN-subtypes cluster in this region. This shows that, across different SCNs, variants occurring in S5-6 pore-loops often lead to LoF, causing detrimental effects on channel kinetics.

Sites implicated in inactivation gating harboured predominantly GoF variants. The short DIII-IV linker is responsible for fast inactivation. This loop folds into a hinged-lid structure that blocks the intracellular end of the pore during sustained depolarisation and contains residues (IFM motif) that form a latch, holding the inactivation gate shut. Interference within this region leads to impaired inactivation and hyperexcitability that is in keeping with the underlying mechanism of SCN-related disorders. Respectively, SCN1A and SCN2/8A variants distributed across the DIII-IV linker were associated with FHM3 and epilepsy, while SCN4A variants were associated with myotonia. Similarly, a significant proportion of LQT3-associated SCN5A variants and painful neuropathy-associated SCN9A variants occurred across all regions implicated in inactivation gating. This suggests that variants occurring in inactivation sites frequently present GoF across different SCNs.
Voltage-sensing regions (VSR) in each domain are composed of S4 and adjacent linkers. S4 serves as the voltage-sensor, containing a dense composition of highly-conserved arginine residues. In response to depolarisation, this segment moves across the membrane and facilitates channel activation. We observed a mixture of biophysical effects in S4, constituting a cluster of painful neuropathy-associated SCN9/11A, hypokalaemic periodic paralysis-associated SCN4A and LQT3-associated SCN5A variants with a moderate distribution of epilepsy-associated SCN1/2/3/8A variants. Rather than a regional effect (as in the aforementioned S5-6 linker region), functional impact in S4 appears to be determined by individual variant changes that manifest a spectrum of disorders across all SCN-subtypes. The five conserved arginine residues R0-R4 serve as example for this observation: whilst pathogenic variants in R0 are associated with increased function, there appears to be a steady shift from nearly complete LoF in variants of R1/R2 to LoF/mixed in R3 and mainly mixed effects in R4, the deeper the progression into the S4 (Supplementary Fig. 2).

By contrast, the large non-conserved cytoplasmic regions and distal N- and C-terminal cytoplasmic regions are devoid of pathogenic variants across all SCN-subtypes.

**Comparison of corresponding variants aids clinical prediction**

Our alignment of all nine channel subtypes allowed a comparison of SCN-variants by their corresponding index position, revealing similar functional consequences occurring in specific regions. The clinical manifestation of the observed biophysical change depends on neuron type and neuronal network distribution. For example, while all variant pairs observed in the S5-6 pore-loop regions displayed the same LoF functional consequences, a LoF in SCN1A leads to epilepsy due to impaired expression of inhibitory interneurons, whilst the corresponding LoF SCN2A and SCN5A variants result in autism spectrum disorder and Brugada syndrome respectively, due to high expression of these genes in excitatory brain-expressed SCN2A neurons and cardiac-expressed SCN5A channels. The same pattern was observed in sites of inactivation, where GoF variants in SCN1A cause FHM3, whilst analogous GoF variants in SCN2/8A cause epilepsy. Similarly, GoF variants at inactivation sites occurring in SCN4A cause myotonia due to hyperexcitability of the sarcolemma, while corresponding variants in SCN9/10/11A that display the same GoF properties, cause painful peripheral neuropathy owing to expression in peripheral neurons. Importantly, these similarities in functional consequences across related SCNs apply in particular to regions that are conserved across evolution. For example, all variant
pairs occurring in the S4 segment involved substitution of arginine residues which are highly-conserved across all related SCNs.55

In the three cases where there were discrepancies between how variants affected different channels (Supplementary Table 2), we noted that all three were cases where a variant produced LoF/mixed function (reduced or no peak current) of SCN1A, but GoF or mixed effects in other channels. This discrepancy may be related to impaired channel trafficking by which SCN1A may be particularly affected. Where trafficking is suspected, pharmacological rescue is a possibility, first suggested when mexiletine partially-rescued trafficking for a mutation in SCN5A.56 Since then, trafficking mutations have been shown for SCN1A,51 and several of these can be rescued pharmacologically with anti-epileptic drugs such as phenytoin,43 and other chaperonins.12, 57 Indeed, SCN1A is so sensitive to trafficking that a mutation initially identified as LoF in cell lines due to trafficking, becomes GoF simply by expressing in neurons.58 Thus we propose that an additional use of our data may arise when classifying an SCN1A variant associated with a LoF in functional studies, but linked to a variant known to produce GoF or mixed effects in other channels when heterologously expressed. In this exceptional case, our data may support cautious interpretation of the functional data (which in almost every other case should be the gold standard). Our data suggest that in these cases it is particularly important to consider trafficking, as SCN1A may be more sensitive to trafficking deficits when expressed in non-native cells, such as HEK cells. Where complete LOF may be seen in HEK cells, it is possible that functional channels – potentially with aberrant gating – are produced in native cells. As new genetic therapies may begin to distinguish between complete LOF and aberrant function (such as gating pore leaks), it will be particularly important to rule out the possibility of a mutant allele having gating changes or trafficking issues that could alter neuronal health if expression is increased. As treatments targeting trafficking become clinically available, these mutations may be prioritised for interrogation for these treatments: if in functional studies treatments that increase trafficking produce wildtype-like currents, then these mutations would represent a potentially valuable treatment via trafficking for children.

Overlapping boundaries between presumed benign and pathogenic variants

We observed that a significant proportion of SCN4/5/10A variants were not conserved or assumed benign, compared to very few SCN1/2/8A variants. This difference may be explained by the easily recognizable clinical presentation of SCN1/2/8A-related disease with difficult to treat epilepsy and severe intellectual disability.10 In comparison, SCN4/5/10A-related disorders appear to have less
noticeable clinical features, often presenting with only one paroxysmal symptom with variable severity.\textsuperscript{59-61} Furthermore, there is significant evolutionary constraint among SCN genes, suggesting that whilst patients with SCN1/2/3/8A variants present with early onset severe dominant \textit{de novo} disease and marked reduction in fecundity, variants associated with familial SCN disease such as SCN4/5/9/10/11A are better tolerated and might go unnoticed.\textsuperscript{36, 62}

The distribution pattern across SCN-subtypes for gnomAD/benign variants clearly contrasted that of pathogenic variants. Consistent with previous work, very few benign variants were found at sites of inactivation and pore-forming regions.\textsuperscript{63, 64} A significant proportion of variants occurring at DI-II and DII-III linkers were assumed benign. Many did not share the same amino acid as their corresponding SCN1A position and were present in gnomAD, demonstrating how these regions are not conserved across evolution, and of lesser functional significance.\textsuperscript{65} The distribution of variants found in reference populations correlate strongly with the functional significance of these regions, and thus aids the interpretation of variant pathogenicity across different SCN-subtypes (http://per.broadinstitute.org).

**Clinical implications on precision treatment and its limitations**

Precision medicine aims to tailor individual treatment to reverse or modify an underlying disease pathophysiology.\textsuperscript{66, 67} Knowledge of the functional impact of a SCN-variant can inform clinical management and therapeutic choice. Our approach will be particularly helpful for clinicians faced with early presentation in very young children with a novel mutation of unknown function, where biophysical estimation could guide treatment. Functional characterisation remains the gold standard, but can lead to many months of delay, whilst our data will allow almost instantaneous information about the likely effect of a novel variant. However, we emphasise this should not replace experimental functional analysis, which allows the actual identification of detailed effects and mechanisms. Evidence of successful precision treatment approaches have been reported across SCN-related disorders. GoF variant carriers are more likely to respond to SCBs in SCN2/8A-related epilepsies,\textsuperscript{27, 68} SCN4A-related myotonias\textsuperscript{69} and SCN5A-mediated arrhythmias/LQT3.\textsuperscript{33, 70} In contrast, use of SCBs in LoF cases is contraindicated. Inadvertently selecting incorrect treatment without knowledge of function can be detrimental to clinical symptoms.\textsuperscript{27, 32} However, success with precision treatment is not guaranteed. A recent survey of precision medicine in genetic epilepsies demonstrated that many individuals with genetic epilepsy continue to have symptoms, with >50% seizure reduction observed in just 30% of patients.\textsuperscript{66} Limitations to precision medicine include the genetic background between patients, variation
in gene expression, epigenetics, and environmental factors. In vitro functional studies are not able to account for these modifying factors which limits their clinical utility.

We identify a number of SCN gene specific clinical examples where knowledge of the underlying functional properties assists patient management. Early in disease presentation when phenotypes have not fully evolved, functional inference may guide early management and help predict the ultimate phenotype. In SCN1A-related disorders this is particularly useful in those presenting <4 months of age as these can either be LoF, associated with Dravet syndrome, or GoF/mixed function, associated with early onset DEE.71, 72 Our approach aids interpretation of novel SCN1A variants in FHM phenotypes, since these would be expected to be GoF. In SCN2A-related disorders it guides therapy for individuals with early onset DEE presenting between 2-4 months, since either GoF or LoF variant carriers might manifest around this age. Although many patients remain pharmacoresistant, GoF variant carriers tend to experience reduction in seizure frequency with SCBs, in particular phenytoin in high doses, whereas SCBs lead to seizure aggravation in LoF variant carriers.27 Given that the number of reported variants and functional studies in SCN3A are very limited our approach can be used to help determine pathogenicity of novel variants in this gene. In SCN8A-related epilepsies our approach guides therapy for those presenting between 9 months and 3 years of life that can harbour either GoF or LoF variants as recently shown in a large SCN8A cohort.30 Whilst many patients still have pharmacoresistant epilepsy, GoF variant carriers respond significantly better to SCBs than to other anti-seizure medications.30

In addition to conventional SCBs, more selective agents, including those that target mutations with specific effects on channel function73, 74 and those that target specific types of sodium channels are being developed.75, 76 As these approaches rely on variant position and functional impact on the sodium channel, our method could facilitate identification of variants suitable for these treatments.

New disease modifying treatments are being developed for SCN1A, SCN2A and SCN8A–related disorders targeting gene specific LoF and GoF effects.77 Phase 1/2 clinical trials are ongoing/being developed for Dravet syndrome aiming to increase SCN1A expression in LoF disease. This approach would likely be detrimental in GoF disease.77 Our method allows estimation of channel function that will be useful for variant interpretation in specific gain- or loss-of-function directed disease modifying therapies. However, any decision of which therapeutic approach should be taken will be informed by multiple factors including functional estimation as well as clinical presentation.

In light of these developments, being able to map specific GoF and LoF regions across sodium channel paralogues allows clinicians to make the best use of extensive functional data to help inform both drug
choice in the individual patient as well as allowing targeted drug compound development across
different channels.\textsuperscript{76, 78, 79} Specific examples are discussed below where LOF in SCN1A may be prioritised
for new treatments improving trafficking, or where homology suggests a LOF might also induce toxic
gating pore leaks, potentially precluding treatments aimed at increasing expression of both alleles. It has
recently been shown how identifying key functional regions in one channel (Nav1.7/SCN9A) can be used
to accelerate the design of next generation Nav modulators across other channels.\textsuperscript{80} Likewise, the
increasing recognition that loss of S4 Arginines may have a pathogenic mechanism of introducing an
aberrant gating pore leak in multiple channels including SCN4A-related muscle channelopathies\textsuperscript{78} and
SCN2A-related epilepsies,\textsuperscript{81} means that drugs which specifically block gating pore leaks may be
applicable in cases where gating pore leak is suspected and could apply across a range of channels, even
where gating pore recordings are not possible. However, clinicians should consider functional variant
information in the context of the clinical presentation of their patient, including seizure types, EEG
signature, previous response to specific medications and medication side effects, all of which might offer
important clues towards diagnosis and management.

Gold standard patch-clamp recordings in mammalian models are time and resource intensive,
precluding their use in routine practice and the ability of functional variant interpretation without prior
biophysical studies represents an unmet clinical need.\textsuperscript{82} However, our finding of up to 92% functional
agreement between corresponding sodium channel variants illustrates that SCN paralogues can aid
variant interpretation and guide precision treatment.

In comparison, agreement between the existing ‘funNCion’ prediction technique and gold standard
patch-clamp recordings ranged between 50-96\% (Fig. 5). This lack in precision of the ‘funNCion’ tool may
in part be explained as the tool does not consider biophysical evidence, but infers channel function from
clinical datasets. We noticed that specific protein locations could be predicted with better accuracy than
others. For example, functionally homogeneous GoF areas such as the D3-4 linker inactivation gate
region and LoF areas such as the S5-6 linker pore region were predicted with high confidence. In
contrast, mixed gain- and loss-of-function areas such as the S4 segments that include different arginine
residues appear more challenging to predict using the ‘funNCion’ tool.

Compared to the current gold standard, our approach is very effective and \textgreater 90\% accurate. We are not
aware of any other techniques that would allow such immediate SCN functional prediction. Molecular
dynamics can be useful for understanding specific channel properties including the movement of ions
through the pore, but not for processes like inactivation and does not allow prediction of overall
function. AlphaFold is a promising new approach to solving static protein structures, that may be combined with molecular dynamics. However, for the present it may be envisaged that collated functional data from published electrophysiological studies will be needed to affirm predictions from molecular dynamics and AlphaFold in the future. At present these approaches are too computationally expensive for prediction of the overall functional change caused by a variant.

Based on our findings we created a freely accessible SCN-Viewer allowing clinicians and scientists immediate access to published biophysical data across all voltage gated sodium channels (http://SCN-viewer.broadinstitute.org). The tool enables users to identify any SCN-paralogues detailing both functional and clinical characteristics associated with specific SCN1-11A variants.

In practice, when a new voltage gated sodium channel missense variant is identified and pathogenicity has been established by ACMG criteria, we propose the following key indicators to estimate the variants functional properties (Box 1). In the absence of gold standard functional data, these tools offer clinicians and scientists valuable insights when interpreting newly identified variants. Whilst this approach is not intended to replace clinical judgment, it will inform and complement clinical decision making based on objective and quantifiable data.

There are several limitations to this study. We limited our literature search to peer reviewed studies reported in PubMed and sodium channel databases and did not include other sources. Whilst a number of reports will have been missed, this is unlikely to affect our main findings of functional similarity among different SCN-genes. Our simplified approach of variant categorisation into gain-, loss- and mixed function often does not fully reflect the complex biophysical properties of voltage gated sodium channels; however, our data illustrate that there is value in this pragmatic approach of functional variant categorisation.

Conclusion

Our findings suggest that biophysical characterisation of variants in one SCN-gene can predict channel function across different SCN-genes where experimental data are not available. Shared patterns of functional effects aid variant interpretation and guide precision therapy.
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Figure legends

Figure 1 SCN protein structure and position of disease-causing missense vs gnomAD variants. (A) & (B) SCN protein structure in side and top view. (C) Patient variants shown in red. (D) GnomAD variants shown in blue.

Figure 2 Enrichment analysis of gnomAD vs pathogenic variants and LoF vs GoF variants. Enrichment analysis of (A) gnomAD vs pathogenic and (B) LoF vs GoF variants across different protein parts including four homologous domains (D1-D4), each consisting of six transmembrane segments (S1-S6) and large cytoplasmic loops.

Figure 3 2D representation of pathogenic SCN variants with functional effects. 2D representation of the SCN protein. The alpha subunit consists of four homologous domains (D1-4) each formed of six transmembrane segments (S1-S6). Segment 4 represents the voltage sensor and segments S5-6 the pore region. Individual missense variants are displayed as different coloured bars. Blue denotes gain-of-function, red loss-of-function and yellow mixed function. Analogue missense pairs are displayed as circles with amino acid details.

Figure 4 3D illustration comparing GoF with LoF locations across the SCN protein. (A) Gain-of-function (GoF) variants are illustrated in blue. (B) Loss-of-function (LoF) variants are illustrated in red.

Figure 5 In-silico prediction versus reported biophysical SCN variant effects. Prediction agreement in % detailed according to different protein parts including four homologous domains (D1-D4), each consisting of six transmembrane segments (S1-S6) and large cytoplasmic loops. In-silico prediction was performed according to ‘funNCion’ (http://funNCion.broadinstitute.org).

Figure 6 2D representation of SCN variants with functional effects according to single sodium channels. 2D representation of different SCN proteins. The alpha subunit consists of four homologous domains (D1-4) each formed of six transmembrane segments (S1-S6). Segment 4 represents the voltage sensor and segments S5-6 the pore region. Individual missense variants are displayed as different coloured circles. Blue denotes gain-of-function, red loss-of-function, yellow mixed function and purple similar-to-wildtype (STW). Benign variants are illustrated in pale colours.
Box 1 Approach to functional SCN variant estimation

Key indicators of variant characteristics

1. Identical missense variant in a paralogue sodium channel has been functionally characterised ([http://SCN-viewer.broadinstitute.org](http://SCN-viewer.broadinstitute.org)): up to 92% likelihood that reported findings apply to new variant.

2. Use of in-silico functional prediction tool ([http://funNCion.broadinstitute.org](http://funNCion.broadinstitute.org)): 58-96% likelihood that prediction applies to new variant (depending on variant location).

3. Similar missense variant at equivalent position in a paralogue sodium channel has been reported in a related characteristic gain- or loss-of-function SCN disorder ([http://per.broadinstitute.org](http://per.broadinstitute.org)): it is likely that the new variant is in keeping with the reported phenotypes.
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Brunklaus et al. report that biophysical characterisation of variants in one voltage-gated sodium channel (SCN) gene can predict channel function across different SCN genes where experimental data are not available. Shared patterns of functional effects can aid variant interpretation and guide precision therapy.